Community Woodland Management
and social enterprise –
Reflections by Golygfa Gwydyr on an
eight month Nature Fund project in
Llanwrst

Case study summary
This publication focuses on Golygfa Gwydyr’s
work, over the course of eight months, to trial
community management of public forestry
estate and to establish forestry based social
enterprises in North West Wales.
Golygfa Gwydyr received Welsh Government
funding to demonstrate that opening up
opportunities for small scale, local forestry
management
services
and
firewood
production can deliver ‘wins’ across a number
of key Welsh Government aims and do so in a
cost effective manner.

As with much of rural Wales, Llanrwst has
limited
employment
opportunities,
particularly outside the seasonal and part
time nature of tourism and service industries.
Yet the area has abundant natural resources
of public and private forest, much of it
undermanaged.

The case study is written from the point of
view of Golygfa Gwydyr and shares their
thoughts on their Nature Fund project
activities and achievements (March 20142015). Golygfa Gwydyr also touch on many
issues of wider concern in establishing viable
small scale forestry based social enterprises,
in particular tendering processes for forestry
operations.

Where productive forest is managed and
harvested, economies of scale, machinery
overheads and the skilled administration
process required to win contracts tends to
favour large forestry operators.
While these operators provide both
employment and cost effective services, there
will often be little connection with or benefit
to the communities living around those
forests. Outside of productive harvesting
there are many opportunities for smaller jobs,
such as thinning, spraying, planting, access
improvements and wildlife and landscape
management which smaller, locally based
operators could undertake.

Background
Established in 2004, Golygfa Gwydyr is a social
enterprise based in Llanrwst in North Wales. It
aims to enhance social, environmental and
economic resilience and to provide
opportunities for personal growth and vibrant
community relations in a sustainable,
community centred approach.
One part of the organisation’s work is focused
on the Caerdroia Forest (part of the Welsh
Government Forest Estate), which Golygfa
Gwydyr manages through an agreement with
Natural Resources Wales.
www.llaisygoedwig.org.uk
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In 2014 Golygfa Gwydyr received a £125K
grant from the Welsh Government's Nature
Fund to enable it to demonstrate how a social
enterprise could establish a self-financing
forestry management service. Specifically, the
one year Nature Fund project would help
Golygfa Gwydyr to train, support and employ
local people to undertake a range of
contracted forest management task and to
process low value timber into saleable
woodfuel.

As a consequence, forest officers tasked with
covering larger areas, often no longer possess
the intimate knowledge of particular forests
that their predecessors held. Being less
visible in the communities around the forest,
it can be harder for officers to develop close
links with their many neighbouring
landowners and recreational users.
Golygfa Gwydyr believe that one effect of this
distancing of management function, and
operational teams from the immediate
vicinity of the forest area is that local
residents can feel disconnected from the
forest management process, even though
they may have deeply held values of place and
fondness for the local forests.

Building and preparing a
skilled forestry team – positive
results

One way to re-connect communities would be
to view the forest as a resource needing
skilled labour and to train, equip and organise
a local team of forestry operatives, sustained
in employment through regular contracts to
undertake forestry services. Social enterprises
are well suited to the development of such
initiatives, being concerned with the delivery
of a wide range of benefits, including but by
no means limited to economic viability.

Wales has a large public estate and numerous
small woodland areas. Welsh Government has
an ambitious target for woodland expansion
as a means of providing carbon uptake and
storage,
wildlife
habitats,
landscape
improvements and recreational benefits. To
deliver these aims will require a skilled
workforce.
Safe and effective forest management is a
skilled task requiring appropriate training,
robust operational procedures and suitable
tools and machinery. Over a number of years
Golygfa Gwydyr had carried out small forestry
operations as part of its management of
Caerdroia.

Social enterprise outcomes
No of persons employed
No of persons receiving training, including
long term unemployed

To take on more contracts, Golygfa Gwydyr
needed to build a skilled team and source
suitable equipment for felling, processing and
extraction of timber. The focus of the Nature
Fund project was to develop and equip this
skilled team.

No of people achieving qualification e.g.
operators certificates
No of educational activities
No of other community groups/projects
supported

The ways forestry operations on the Welsh
Government estate are carried out have
changed substantially since its formation in
1919. Forest administrative areas are larger
and office based management of contracts
has replaced much of the day to day delivery
of operations.

Value of services secured from local suppliers
and contractors including other social
enterprises
No of volunteers and total volunteer hours
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The Nature Fund provided Golygfa Gwydyr
with the finance to train and equip 8 local
people
(including
some
long-term
unemployed) and form them into a skilled
team of operators undertaking a range of
forest management tasks. The experience has
had positive effects on the individuals
involved; in terms of their sense of well-being
and their future employment prospects.

Quotes from Golygfa Gwydyr trainees:
“Getting on this training scheme has given
me a range of skills that have led to other
work”
“I had been unemployed for a long time and
this training was vital to get me off the dole
and back working”
“Golygfa Gwydyr has a great network and is
trusted by local people and so my time with
them has opened new doors and
opportunities”
“With the skills and experience I’ve gained
I’m much more confident that I can now find
regular work, but that is not easy to come by”

Securing forestry contracts in Wales:
To get on an Approved Contractor List
contractors will generally have been assessed
in terms of financial standing, Legal status,
Health and Safety, Insurance provision,
Capacity, Quality procedures, Equalities,
References and Environmental aspects.

Competing for contracts – why
social enterprises struggle to
compete



The formation of a skilled, locally based well
equipped team is only the first stage in
developing a viable enterprise; the team must
be able to win contracts and deliver services
to the required standard and in doing so gain
the experience and good reputation necessary
to compete successfully for further contracts.
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Tenders are advertised in the
Forestry Journal and the Sell2Wales
website
Some contracts will have Bidders
Briefing prior to submission to
provide additional information
Tenders will often be for fixed
periods and/or based on fixed timber
volumes
Sell2Wales also used by local
authorities, some of whom include
requirements to deliver community
benefits
http://naturalresources.wales/forest
ry/work-timber/harvesting/?lang=en

The contract tendering process for works on
the Welsh Government Forest Estate tends to
be focused on the cheapest price for the job,
a critical consideration given the tight margins
of commercial forestry in Wales. However,
value for money is about much more than just
the best price quoted for a job; the Welsh
Government's flagship Future Generations Bill
clearly describes how values of well-being,
employment,
self-worth,
community
empowerment, sense of place and identity
provide real and lasting benefits to the
economy and people of Wales.

Other issues that make winning forestry
contracts more difficult for social enterprises
in Wales include:

In the tendering process for other public
works (such as building schools and roads),
the Welsh Government has shown a
commitment to recognising these wider social
and environmental benefits: contractors are
required to demonstrate the community
benefits they will deliver as part of the work
for which they are tendering. Overall, better
‘value for money’ can be achieved by selecting
a more expensive tender that offers
additional benefits, such as using sustainable
materials, local suppliers and creating local
employment and training opportunities.
The process for offering contracts for work on
the forest estate does not require contractors
to state the wider benefits that they will offer,
so a broader assessment of 'value for money'
cannot be made. Contractors, such as social
enterprises, to whom community benefit is a
core operational outcome struggle to
compete against larger operators who can
apply economies of scale and who assess a
contract’s value solely in financial terms.
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The size of and timescale for
delivering contracts:
Large-scale
contractors
reliant
on
heavy
machinery can harvest large blocks of
timber quickly. The same work could
be achieved by breaking down
contracts into smaller units and
allowing a longer time for completion,
opening up more opportunities for
the smaller local operator.



The administrative process of
tendering: Large contractors have
teams of skilled support staff whose
function it is to win contracts. Smaller
organisations may well have the skills
and competencies required to deliver
the contract, but lack the time and
understanding required to enter the
tendering process. For small local
organisations, and start-ups in
particular, who are well able to
deliver on a contract cost effectively,
the risks associated with the
investment of time to engage in the
tendering process can be significant.



Limitations imposed on works
undertaken on site: Contracts on the
Welsh Government estate specify that
manual handling and initial processing
of timber does not occur on site, so
favouring the use of large machines to
extract and transport timber off site
for processing, generally well away
from the area. The ability to process
timber into smaller sizes on site
allows for the use of smaller machines
but does require more time and
potentially carries a higher cost.
Smaller machines are better suited to
some site conditions, having less
impact on soils and biodiversity,
particularly important on sensitive
sites. A contracting process less
reliant on price could result in
improvements to forest management.





The Nature Fund enabled Golygfa Gwydyr to
pay for an assessment of the woodland assets
owned by Conwy County Council. This work
identified many opportunities for habitat and
public access improvements. However, as
with the Welsh Government’s estate,
community benefits are not recognized within
the Authorities’ contracting process, which
favours bottom-line price over a broader
assessment of value for money.

Offsetting costs with timber: The
forest estate contains a significant
volume of low value timber, deemed
as uneconomic to harvest as
compared to well-formed and/or
accessible trees destined for the
larger markets. However, this
resource has a value to small-scale
wood workers and the high demand
for firewood has created ready
markets for timber often considered
as waste. Smaller operators may be
able to harvest such timber cost
effectively, provided they are allowed
to process and sell the timber and
retain any profit. There is a reluctance
to encourage such activities on the
public estate, the perception being
that this is giving away timber for
free.

Other small pockets of woodland are owned
by, for example, the Trunk Roads Agency, NHS
Trusts and Community Councils, as well as
private landowners and charities such as the
National Trust. Social Enterprises are well
placed to deliver routine maintenance work
on such sites, providing the wider community
benefits valued by many public bodies, but
this may not to be considered in internal
procurement processes.

Utilising local natural resources:
Welsh Government has limited cash
resources with which to tackle
unemployment and social issues. In
Wales there are abundant natural
resources including timber grown on
the public estate. Recognizing that
low value timber is a sustainable, local
source of low carbon fuel as well as a
means of creating local jobs can be
offset against higher harvesting and
extraction costs associated with small
contracts. Social enterprises are well
placed to turn this undervalued
resource into a product that
generates employment, reduces
carbon emissions, tackles fuel poverty
and cuts waste.

The benefits of using small local contractors
include






Missed Opportunities – local
authority, NHS, private and
community council woodlands
Public bodies other than Welsh Government
own areas of woodland. Within Local
Authority estates there are numerous small
woodlands linked to schools, offices, depots,
tenanted farms, parks and amenity green
spaces.
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Using local suppliers and short supply
chains
Local contractors can be more flexible
and quick to respond
Highly visible works on public projects
encourages local contractors to
deliver the best results
Local knowledge, particularly in
remote rural areas is invaluable in
producing better outcomes
Local contractors may be better able
to understand and work around
constraints

lanes on the same day that hill
farmers need to take livestock to
market. Outside contractors are
unlikely to develop such intimate local
knowledge.

Private landowners may have more flexibility
in deciding to whom to award a contract to,
but have little incentive to pay for access or
habitat improvements, work which is often
dependent on grant funding.
The result of this is little regular work, unlikely
to be enough to sustain a social enterprise,
and the retention of skilled staff. Regular
contracts from public bodies that recognize
the added value benefits a social enterprise
delivers are necessary for financial and
operational sustainability.

A wide range of social and
environmental benefits – a
missed opportunity



Integrated
forest
management:
Understanding the forest and how it is
used creates better results. The public
estate is used for much more than
simply a timber crop. Opportunities
for added benefits such as access and
habitat improvements can be in
identified and delivered alongside
other objectives.



Supporting NRW staff: The availability
of local contractors who are familiar
with the local area, who understand
the forest and NRW's management
objectives, and who have a personal
investment in the outcomes of the
management process, benefits those
staff tasked with delivering forest
management. Local knowledge is
particularly useful in the delivery of
those smaller jobs such as removing
windblown trees from a well- used
walking route. Being 'on the doorstep'
with local knowledge, a social
enterprise can offer the flexibility and
mind-set to get the job done quickly
and efficiently.



Knowledge transfer: Since the
establishment of the Forestry
Commission in 1919 a wealth of local
information
on
the
forest
environment, management practices
and silviculture has been built up and
contained within the government
owned organisation. The merger of
organisations along with modern
forestry practices and contracting of
services through the open market is
leading to a decrease in local
knowledge within NRW. Transferring
this knowledge through closer
working relationships between NRW
and local social enterprises will ensure
that it is not lost.

Golygfa Gwydyr has demonstrated that it is
possible for a social enterprise to deliver
contracted
works
to
the
required
environmental and safety standards.
The future sustainability of the enterprise is
limited by a contracting system in which it is
disadvantaged. As noted, the wider range of
benefits a local social enterprise can deliver
are not valued in the process of awarding
forestry contracts – opportunities to generate
many important social and environmental
benefits are being missed:



Building local connections with the
forest: Local employees develop an
understanding and knowledge of their
local public forests - leading to more
efficient delivery of future work based
on this local knowledge and
experience. As members of the
community, the employees help
friends, families and neighbours
better understand and appreciate the
role of the public forest estate, and
how and why it is managed as it is.
This connection builds positive links
within the community, in particular
with neighbouring landowners who
may be affected by harvesting and
management operations, valuable in
avoiding conflicts as simple as not
extracting timber down narrow rural
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When outside contractors and centralised
systems replace local teams, the result can be:








Less understanding of micro-climate
factors such as where water flows,
exposed areas, where drought stress
may be a factor and areas where
snow drifts and collects
Loss of swift identification of hazards
and threats
Less awareness of presence and
location of protected species
Lack of contact with neighbours
Less regular monitoring of public
activities in the forest
Reduced
contact
with
local
community and local businesses




Recommendations – how to
create opportunities for social
and small contractors

Reviewing the tendering process for
forestry contracts to ensure that
contractors
deliver
community
benefits. The Welsh Government has
demonstrated commitment to value
these benefits within other sectors so
that there a model on which to base
revision of the current system.
Requesting
community
benefits
within contracts.
Creating
incentives
for
large
contractors to:
- sub-contract to social enterprises
- utilise local machine/tool hire
businesses
- use local suppliers
- contract to local labour and offer
additional training
- provide environmental, social and
educational benefits

The Welsh Government has produced a guide
for incorporating community benefits in
procurement
procedures:
http://gov.wales/docs/dpsp/publications/valu
ewales/140904-community-benefit-reporten.pdf

Wales is a country of small businesses. In rural
parts it is these inventive, local, flexible and
committed businesses that keep the economy
moving.
Across a range of sectors, they support and
complement the higher profile agricultural
and tourism industries, creating resilience and
opportunity within the employment base. The
forest estate offers numerous opportunities
to directly support a range of Welsh
Government objectives across economic,
environmental and social sectors. Social
enterprises are well placed to make the
connections between these sectors and
deliver value for money through a
community-centred approach.

Site preparation prior to harvesting is a good
example of where a smaller operator can
clear out windblow, fails and falls, reducing
lost time when expensive harvesting
equipment is brought to site. This also helps
develop links between operators within the
industry, bringing together local people with
local knowledge and professionals.


However, the current process by which
contracts are let on the Welsh Government
forest estate creates difficulties for both social
enterprises
and
independent
small
contractors. These difficulties could be
overcome by:
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Allow NRW forestry officers more
flexibility to build relationships with
local social enterprises and to work
with them to develop a succession of
small (below £5000) contracts.
Reduce wastage by enabling low value
timber harvesting to be processed on
site and sold as firewood.
Offer smaller contracts that can be
delivered over longer periods allowing
flexibility to pause work to e.g.
accommodate key tourism periods or
avoid disturbance to protected
species during critical life stages such
as breeding seasons.

Nature Fund Cross-cutting indicators of achievement - October 2014 to June 2015
Recorded by
Project lead
Number of new working groups, networks or partnerships formed as a direct
2
result of the Nature Fund Project
Indicator

Number of individuals and organisations that are beneficiaries of Nature
Fund-linked activities (including schools, community groups, graziers)

5

Number of existing groups engaged with project – for instance Cynefin
groups, Leader, Communities First, Farmers Groups, Resilience Networks

2

Number of new relationships established as a result of Nature Fund activities

2

Number of businesses engaged with project (including farmers)

1

Number of assets created, improved or made more accessible as a result of
Nature Fund-linked activities e.g. hedgerows, trees planted,

2

Number of new local plans/strategies/visions that are co-produced between
communities, businesses and stakeholders as a result of Nature Fund linked
activities

4

Number of individuals receiving training or mentoring as a result of Nature
Fund-linked activities

9

Number of volunteer hours

196

Number of jobs created or protected as a result of Nature Fund-linked
activities

6

Number of community events/meetings undertaken/learning events/litter
picks etc.

2

Please note - There were no hard targets for the delivery of this project – NF grants were to try out different approaches to
nature management, therefore, there were no direct hard measures.

Equipment purchased:

Training provided:

Alpine tractor
3-ton trailer
Chainsaws, strimmers and PPE
Planking jig
General forestry equipment – fuel cans, oils,
felling bars

Chainsaw operator
Strimmer
First Aid for forestry
Tree identification
Equipment use
Tractor driving
Forest operations – felling, brashing, de-liming
and extraction
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Conclusion
This Case study has been prepared for Llais y
Goedwig by Gareth Ellis and Roger Davies.

The £125K grant from the Nature Fund has
enabled Golygfa Gwydyr to demonstrate that
small, social enterprises can deliver key work
on the forest estate while simultaneously
delivering social and community benefits.
However the experience has highlighted the
shortcomings
of
forestry
contracting
processes that are unable to fully to realize
numerous added value benefits, resulting in
missed opportunities and less effective
integrated forest management.

Contact Golygfa Gwydyr:
www.golygfagwydyr.org
Llais y Goedwig is a voluntary association of
community woodland groups that formed in
November 2009 to provide a voice for
community woodlands. We want to share
experiences, support each other and enhance
local woodlands to benefit the people of
Wales. This resource is part of a growing
series that we hope will be useful to our
members, and others interested in
community woodlands in Wales.

The Golygfa Gwydyr experience should be
used as it was intended when the application
was made to the Nature Fund – as a pilot
project that others can replicate, with funding
and with the caveat that future viability rests
to a large extent on changes to the current
contracting systems of both the local
authority and Natural Resources Wales.

Contact us:
Llais y Goedwig
Unit 6, Dyfi Eco Park, Machynlleth, Powys
SY20 8AX
Tel: 0845 456 0342
www.llaisygoedwig.org.uk
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